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A brand new game developed for SpringboardVR by Endgame in partnership with Framestore. The traditional escape game, where you have to find a chain, a code, a key, a bomb, a hidden item, and open the locked door, will be reimagined as a fully immersive experience, where you find yourself in a real-world
location, you have no idea how you got there, or what’s happening in there. You start in the test room, where everything is fine, and the tester starts talking to you. He explains the rules of the game, and then he leaves. But something is wrong, he didn’t close the door. Open the door to find your next steps.
An open world full of different rooms, and an unlockable entrance to the next rooms. Get in, check it out, find out what’s happening, find your way back, and close the door. Sections: [test room] - - You find yourself in the test room, where the tester said hi. [lab] - - A laboratory, for testing robots and

other high-tech devices, such as the one you’re in. [subway] - - The old subway system, which has been abandoned for years. [prison] - - A prison complex, with plenty of different wings, and cells. You can find prisons in real life. [underground1] - - An underground parking garage, full of exotic vehicles, which
the player can use. [underground2] - - An underground parking garage, full of exotic vehicles, which the player can use. [greenhouse] - - A greenhouse, full of plants and other plants in various stages of growth. [kitchen] - - A kitchen, full of food to cook and enjoy. [guess Room] - - A guess room, where you
have to solve puzzles, and try to figure out how to escape. [video arcade] - - An arcade, full of different games to play in VR. [console] - - An arcade, full of different games to play in VR. [real room] - - A real room, where you’ll be playing the game. Requirements: A current rift or htc vive. A current rift

or htc vive. The rift version of the game

Features Key:
Control CarGames: this game has been designed to make the best way to control car. You will help the buggy driver to drive their buggy. You'll help her/him control with the joystick so that you can make it in the correct position of the road.

Get high as possible: drive on the road going away from the car, looks like the competitor on the track. The checkpoint mark is on the top of the hill. You can control speed; it depends on the stars! Be careful, because you don't have much time to control the car!
The farthest you'll go is infinite: this is a driving game and therefore the farthest you go is infinity. You can also choose it. If you try to control the buggy out of the screen then you'll loose!

Win races as usual: you must help to guide a buggy through a race-like fun track. The goal is to reach the exit of the course, be careful, because the Nanny on the track, looses the control over the buggy every few seconds and you cannot do anything... so be careful!

Walk Off The Hill Soundtrack

Walk Off The Hill Soundtrack Game Key features:

Play to the best lyrics: you wspongja stat banku... the goal is to reach the exit of the course, be careful, because the Nanny on the track, looses the control over the buggy every few seconds and you cannot do anything... so be careful!
You'll arrive in greatness: the more stars you will win the more the applause for the new song! You can sing the song live!, if you want!
Boss of 90''s: you'll meet the Boss of 90''s, which is youtuo boss in this game! If you win, you''ll get the earrings or you''ll be bassism cheesecake!

Remote Control Car

Remote Control Car Game Key Features:
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